It’s Tuesday Zoom Day! We’d love to see your sweet faces and just check in!

Each Tuesday we will be offering Tuesday Zoom Day! The purpose of our zoom time is to stay connected with the kids. We miss them!! We will be offering two different zoom times on Tuesday hoping that one of the times will work for your family. It will be a quick way to check in and is being offered as an opportunity for your child to connect and say hi to his/her teacher and friends.

**As always, we are available any time through email and remind if you have any specific questions or concerns.

Zoom Guidelines:

· A parent/guardian must be present for these meetings.

· Place your device so your background is not distracting.

· To talk, raise your hand and your teacher will unmute you.

· If you have a connection/reaction with something someone is saying, use the reaction button to give a thumbs up or wave.

· No photo or video of the zoom to protect the privacy of our students.

· Participate and HAVE FUN!!

Be on the lookout for an email/remind for times to Zoom with your class!